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Success is were preparation and opportunity
meet. The students of SCAD world school
(under 16 and under 19) participated in
interschool basket ball tournament conducted by
ABACUS international Montessori school
,Tirupur.

Under 16 boys bagged the runners up trophy and
the certificates and under 19 boys gave a tough
competition .A hearty congratulation
dear
children and our sincere appreciation for your
performance with true sportsmanship and for
your fair play.
On behalf of all SCAD dignitaries and
professional educators ,wish your team all the
very best for your future endeavors .This credit
is not only because of the students it is also the
hard work of the physical directors Ms. Nandhini
Bala and Mr.Lakshmanan.

THINK LIKE A GEOLOGIST:
The SCAD grade 1 little stars learnt about the
rocks and their properties .They were taken for
an outdoor study . The tiny kids started collecting
different pieces of rocks and examined the color
and texture under the monitoring of the educator
Ms. Monica Seles.
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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM :

MAKING BOWL WITH NEWS PAPERS:

Faculty development program was conducted at
the audio visual room at 1.30pm .All the teachers
participated in the development program to
enhance the skill set of the teachers. The session
commenced with the motivational video clip of
Dr. Pawan Agarval. These
faculty
development programs are designed to enhance
the teacher’s skills as a whole in a better way of
delivery. The program included not only digital
literacy but also personality development,
pedagogy, child psychology, child attention ,time
management etc.

The blooming buds of SCAD showed their
dedication and involvement in making a bowl with
the help of news papers .They decorated with their
choice of accent colours.This activity improved
the fine motor and cognitive skills .They also
learned about recycling that how a waste can be
used in a effective way.

SCAD faculty development program encouraged
the educators to gain knowledge on the subject
area and provide innovative approaches to
develop the right pedagogical tools for teaching
learning process. The program aims to develop
the quality of the teaching .The FDP was headed
by Mr. John, principal of Francis Xavier school,
Tirunelveli.

In the same way ,let your good deeds shine
out for all to see, so that every one will
praise your heavenly father.-Matt 5:16
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BIRTHDAY SPECIAL:
Birthday is special for every one . Today Yuvaraj
IT Admin is celebrating his birthday. May your
special day and every day be full of happiness
and full of joy .Wish you a happy birthday.

Life is Beautiful!
Inspired from ‘Reader’s Digest’
I was having an average morning until I sat down in front
of my office computer .
"your password has expired”, a server message flashed on
my screen, with instructions for changing it...
In my company we have to change passwords monthly..
I was deeply depressed after my recent cheating by my best
friend. Disbelief over what he had done to me was what I
thought all day long ....
I remembered a tip I’d heard from my former boss. He’d
said, “I’m going to use a password that is going to change
my life”.
I couldn’t focus on getting things done in my current
mood.. My password reminded me that I shouldn’t let
myself be a victim of my recent events and that I was
strong enough to do something about it.
I made my password – Forgive@him. I had to type this
password several times every day, each time my computer
would lock. Each time I came back from lunch I wrote
forgive him.
The simple action changed the way I looked at my swindler
friend.. That constant reminder of reconciliation led me to
accept the way things happened and helped me deal with
my depression..
By the time the server prompted me to change my
password following month, I felt free.
The next time I had to change my password I thought
about the next thing that I had to get done. My password
became Quit@smoking4ever .
It motivated me to follow my goal and I was able to quit
smoking.
One month later, my password became Save4trip@europe,
and in three months I was able to visit Europe.
Reminders helped me materialize my goals and kept me
motivated and excited, it's sometimes difficult to come up
with your next goal Keeping at it brings great results.
After a few months my password was -lifeis#beautiful !!!
Life is going to change again...
Moral of the Story is Your Internal Talk Matters, what
you tell yourself conditions you to think in that direction
and you are able to witness wonderful RESULTS.
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FROM PRINCIPAL’S
DESK………
We need change. Well, it is not
a cup of coffee that you grab and
you are ready to go for a sip. Just
have a look around you. It is a
call for dynamism! If you
choose to stick to ‘I don’t give it
a crap’, you are bound to tumble
and roll and roll and finally you
cut a sorry figure. There is no
sense in getting into the boot of
‘rolling stone never gathers
moss’, while you went stone
crazy throughout your life.
Rise and grab the light. We have
got to learn to bounce through
bumpy track and still be
standing. And we know we are
at it coz those bumps have been
evened and smoothened. We
had our goals fixed during
bumpy ride and still we go with
that star right ahead of us. We
never let go the sight of what we
are here for.
We haven’t given up, we have
smitten many ‘give in’. We are
here to be the reason of that
never backing down spirit. We
will survive, spearhead, sustain
and
never succumb to
deterrents.
Scad will rise and sail above the
horizon.

